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STRAND- PORTABLE 
SWl.TCH BOAR·DS 

NON-INTERLbCKING JUNIOR SLIDER TYPE FOR A.C. ONLY 
(See also leaflet H.42 for further details of junior Switchboards) 

SPECIFICATION 

H.31 

The portable JUNIOR Switchboard consists of a sheet steel frame, finished hard 
hammer grey, on which is carried a black switch panel. Each circuit has one 5 amp. 
locking type fuse , a silent action circuit switch, a flush 2 pin socket for a dimmer, 
a silent two-way switch (to feed the circuit either through the 60 amp . slow break 
blackout switch, or independent of it), and an engraved label with the circuit 
number. A bushed hole and heavy terminals are provided for the incoming mains. 
Circuit connection is made to a flush 5 amp. 3 pin socket. The lower metal panel 
is drilled to take the maximum number of either J.L.S . 21 500/1000 watt or J.L.S. 
15 250 /500 watt slider dimmers, which can be purchased or hired separately. 

OPERATION 
The dimmers can be inserted in any circuits, and the rema1n1ng circuits used as 
switched circuits . Alternatively one circuit may be dimmed to full and then that 
dimmer shorted out by the circuit switch, enabling that dimmer to be withdrawn 
and used for another circuit. 

HA/8/CAR 8 circuits and SPACE ONLY for 4 Dimmers 
HA/12fCAR 12 .. 6 

For installations larger than 12 circuits the use of two HA/8/ CAR switch
boards would provide the most portable arrangement. 

Type Height Width Weight 
without Dimmers 

HA/8/CAR 3' 4" (1 ·07m) 2 ' 1" (635mm) 

I Depth 

1 ' 3" (381 mm) 
11 ' 3" (381mm) 

56 lb (25·4kg) HA/81CAR switchboard with 
B circuits and fitted with 4 

dimmers . 
HA/12/CAR 3 ' 4" (1 ·07m) 3 ' O" (914mm) 84 lb (38 ·2kg} 

INTERLOCKING SLIDER DIMMER TYPE (6-WAY) FOR A.C. OR D.C. SUPPLIES 

SPECIFICATION 
Case.-Constructed in sheet steel to withstand rough usage 
under touring conditions without excessive weight. 
The unit is mounted on rubber-tyred castors protected from 
damage by metal guards, lifting bars being fitted at each end 
to facilitate general handling. Hinged and louvred inspection 
doors are provided at the top and back of the case to allow 
access to the interior and ventilation to the dimmers . 
2-i n. brass bushes are fitted at each end of the case for entry of 
incoming cables. Earth terminals of the "tommy-bar" type 
are fitted adjacent to the bushes. 

Panel.-This is of pierrite or similar material, each dimmer 
way being provided with a 10-amp. tumbler switch, double
pole locking type fuses and suitable socket to accommodate 
a 15-amp. 3-pin connector plug. A blackout switch and lamp
holders are provided. 
The panel is hinged at the top to permit access to wiring, tracker 
wires, dimmers, etc. 
Main terminals are of the pillar type with " tommy-bar " cable 
clamping screws, duplicated to permit the bus-bars being fed 
from either end. 

(continued overleaf see also notes at foot thereof) 
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